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REVIEW OF PROPOSED 20 MPH SPEED LIMIT IN KINGTON LANGLEY
Introduction
1.
The Community Speed Watch (CSW)1 group have proposed the introduction of a 20 mph
speed limit on the main road through the village. The purpose is primarily to improve the safety of
children going to and from the village school and, to a lesser extent, to discourage external traffic
using the road as a short-cut.
2.
In response the Parish Council (PC) agreed in January 2019 to seek approval for a 20 mph
limit on the road from the B4122 Sutton Benger road to the S bends at the Western end of the
commons (Road sections C to F on the Google map extract (Figure 1) below). This will be
considered by the Chippenham Area Transport Group (CATG), of which the Chair is also the Chair of
the Kington Langley PC.
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3.
As the proposal is not supported by the evidence and the local community has not been
consulted widely enough to support the introduction of a 20 mph limit outline concerns were raised at
the February PC meeting, although clearly too late to influence the PC decision. This document
provides the detail of the evidence.

Aim
4.
The aim of this review is to consider the advantages, disadvantages and effectiveness of the
proposal, against existing evidence, for consideration by the interested parties prior to the CATG in
June.

Sources
5.
1

To avoid pressure group views, either way, source material has been limited to that from

The CSW arose from the Kington Langley Traffic Group which preceded it.
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government, local authority or sub-contracted agencies. Where comment is made it is marked as
such.

Executive Summary and Recommendations
6.
For ease of reference, paragraphs from which the summary statements below are drawn are
given in brackets at their end.
7.
Policy Statements. The bullet points below derive from national policy unless stated
otherwise.
•
30 mph is to be the norm in villages although 20 mph may be considered in built-up
village streets (28).
•
"Comprehensive and early consultation of all those who may be affected ... is an
essential part of the implementation process. This needs to include local residents". This is
supported by Wiltshire policy: there should be "an initial demand from the public for 20 mph
restrictions". (23, 26, 29). This has not been tested for Kington Langley (46).
•
There is evidence that reducing speed reduces the risk of an accident and the severity
of injuries caused. (24)
•
"Signed-only 20 mph speed limits are ... most appropriate for areas where vehicle
speeds are already low. ... If the mean speed is already at or below 24 mph on a road,
introducing a 20 mph speed limit through signing alone is likely to lead to general compliance
with the new speed limit." (27)
•
Key factors which should be considered are: history of collisions; road geometry and
engineering; road function; composition of road users; existing traffic speeds; and road
environment. These are covered in below. (21)
8.
Recorded Speed. Mean traffic speeds within the area in which a 20 mph limit is proposed
were 27.7 mph in Church Lane and 29.1 mph outside the school with 85% speeds of 31.8 and 34.3
mph respectively (15). They are typical of comparable villages, do not fall within the criteria for 20
mph restrictions but do support the use of CSW (16, 27). The CSW checks were outside the area of
the proposed 20 mph limit (17), sited at a point where the nature of the road calls into question
whether the posted limit should be even as low as 30 mph (18).
9.
Volume of Traffic. This was 250 vehicles per hour during CSW checks during the day or just
over 4 per minute (17). This can be expected to reduce with the building of what is effectively a
bypass south of the village in conjunction with the B4122 bypassing it to the north (43).
10.
Collision History. One recorded traffic accident in the last 7 years of slight severity (16) and
no traffic accidents involving pedestrians for a least 20 years (41). Whilst lower speed on impact
reduces the severity of injury (24) this becomes less relevant if there are no accidents and does not
appear to be achieved by introducing 20 mph limits (37).
11.
Road Geometry, Engineering and Environment. The 1.2 miles of the main road through
the villages is predominantly open through 3 commons and with excellent visibility. Houses are
generally well set back as are all the public buildings (school, village hall, church and chapel). (42)
Exceptions are the bends at the top of the hill on Plough Lane (42c), the bend and short section by
the church (42e) and, to a lesser extent, the bend where the road is joined by Days Lane (42f). With
the exception of the last, well-placed pavements provide safety for those on foot, although its camber
and where it crosses gravelled drives can hinder wheelchair and rollator users. (42e). If the Days
Lane junction bend is considered to be a pedestrian hazard then it would could be bypassed via the
adjacent village playing fields (42g). Outside the school parents park along the road when children
are entering or leaving the school, reducing the road to a single vehicle width, thus providing a
physical barrier which forces drivers to slow down to allow for oncoming vehicles; the value of this
barrier was endorsed by the police (42e). There is no footpath in section F (42f).
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12.
Road Function and Users. The road is the primary artery for the village used by villagers
primarily on foot and in vehicles. It is also used by through traffic including large groups of cyclists.
In addition it is a cut through for emergency vehicles, precluding the introduction of speed humps.
Bypassed by the B4122 to the north, to the south a new road is being built effectively providing a
bypass to the south which can be expected to take some of the existing through traffic. (43)
13.

Effectiveness of 20 mph Limits.
•
The national policy statement says that "Research into signed-only 20 mph speed limits
shows that they generally lead to only small reductions in traffic speeds." (27) whilst
Wiltshire's policy document notes that "There still appears to be little conclusive or proven
statistical evidence that overall casualty rates have fallen following the introduction of 20 mph
limits" (30) A study for the Department for Transport (DfT) showed that in 20 mph scheme
areas median speeds fell by 0.7 mph and the 85% (higher) speeds by 1.1 mph (31).
•
In Dec 2017 Bath & North East Somerset conducted a study of 13 20 mph limit
schemes. In all 4 rural schemes the number of accidents had risen significantly (36). They
also looked at trends in other parts of the country and found the same trend including
Portsmouth, held up in the 2013 National Policy document as an early exemplar of such
schemes (38).
•
The Bath study suggests that this trend may be due to such schemes making people
feel safer, and therefore less careful, whilst the reality is the introduction of a 20 mph limit has
only a very limited effect on speed (38).
•
The DfT study referred to above said that it had failed to find evidence "that there has
been a significant change in collisions and casualties following the introduction of 20 mph
limits in residential areas" (31 - 33).

14.

Recommendations. Based on the evidence, it is recommended that:
•
Speed Limit. The 30 mph, national norm speed limit (28), is retained in Kington
Langley as: the existing speeds (15, 17) do not meet the criteria for an effective 20 mph limit
(16, 27), there is no history of a traffic accident problem in the village (16, 41), there is no
demonstrable demand from a majority of villages for such a limit (46), the current parking
outside the school is a more effective protection (42e) and the most recent study shows an
increase in traffic accidents following the introduction of 20 mph limits in rural areas (34-39). It
is of note that from 2022 it is planned that the introduction of speed-limited cars will provide
physical constraints on speeding (45).
•
Footpaths.
o
Representative wheelchair / rollator users are consulted to identify where the
footpath causes difficulties due to its camber or where it crosses gravelled drives with a
view to rectifying this. (42e)
o
A short length of metalled footpath at point B in Figure 5 is provided to join the
adjoining sections of hard standing (42e, 42g).
o
Access is considered between the east side of the Village playing field, just south
of the bowling greens, to allow the bend at the junction with Days Lane to be bypassed
by pedestrians. A metalled footpath could be an additional consideration - dashed line
in Fig 6. Alternatively install a footpath on the verge outside St Peter's Cottages (Fig 6)
- dotted line in Fig 6. (42f, 42g)
o
Create a footpath along the existing grass verges on the south side of the Lower
Common road to allow pedestrians to get off the road. (42f)
•
Signage. The second bend on Plough Lane (42c) and the bend by the church (42e)
are marked with advisory 20 mph signs due to the risk of accidents between vehicles (42g).
•
CSW Locations. The CSW transfer some of their checks to the school and Lower
Common (subject to police approval). This would provide useful evidence of speeds outside
both locations but in particular, if timed right, speeds when children are going to and from
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school when cars are parked along the road. It would also make transiting traffic less certain
about where checks may be conducted. (19)
•
School Parking. If it is not already the intent, the scheme to create off-road school
parking is limited to sufficient for the staff alone. This ensures the physical barrier to traffic
flow and speed is retained when children are going to and from school. The retention of this
barrier was recommended by the police. (42e)

SUPPORTING EVIDENCE
Metro Count
15.
Traffic quantity and speed data was obtained by Wiltshire Council over 10 days in April 2017.
The summary results from the Metro Count, all within the 30 mph posted speed limit, were: 2
•
Plough Lane, East of Moors Close (marked MC1 in Figure 1).
o
Number of vehicles - 20678 (84 per hour)
o
Mean speed - 33.6 mph
o
85% speed - 38
o
Maximum Speed - 61.6 mph
•
Upper Common (Plough Lane Jn - MC2).
o
Mean speed - 29.1 mph
o
85% speed - 34.3 mph
o
Maximum Speed - 59.3 mph
•
Church Road (Village Hall - MC3)
o
Mean speed - 27.5 mph
o
85% speed - 31.8 mph
o
Maximum Speed - 57.5 mph
Checks of the count for each day show that the maximum speeds were recorded between 1 and 5 in
the morning.
16.
The Principal Traffic Engineer (Martin Rose) commented on these figures as follows 3:
"The results were not unexpected. They are in fact fairly typical of those we find in comparable village
30 mph limits with mean speeds at or below the posted limit and the 85th percentiles in the region of
31-35 mph. Whilst others may of course disagree, my first impression is the results do not indicate a
particularly worrying speeding problem through the village. If we were looking at the results in terms
of community speed watch CSW they would fall neatly into this category, but would stop short of
recommending physical engineering measures. The collision data would also not appear to indicate
a particular problem. An interrogation of our data base from the last 5 years shows a single recorded
collision in Kington Langley (17/10/14) where a car come off on the bend at the top of Plough lane.
The severity is shown as ‘slight’. The metro-count data would appear to rule out consideration of a
20 mph limit as the ‘before’ mean speeds should be around the 24-25 mph mark to achieve a good
level of overall compliance. We know that where recorded mean speed are in excess of the 24-25
mph mark it’s very difficult to achieve this without accompanying traffic calming measures to mitigate
speed. Such features would ideally be spaced between 80 - 100m apart to encourage a consistent
driver speed along the length in question. Given the length of Plough Lane, The Common and
Church Road is around 1.9 km total length, we could potentially be looking at around 19 features in
total. Putting the high cost of providing this number of features aside, my biggest concern is the
degree of signs, lines and physical features that would be required and the impact this would have on
both the character and feel of the village. Of course ‘lighter touch’ measures could be considered,
but their impact on drivers tends to fall away and speeds tend to creep back up over time. My
experience with traffic calming points to the fact that it tends to be extremely divisive. This is
particularly true in rural locations, where the use of features more often associated with urban areas
2
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Kington Langley Traffic e-mail of 2213 12 May 2017.
Principal Traffic Engineer, Wiltshire Council to Parish Council of 1532 11 Apr 2017.
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is rarely welcomed. If you want to see the impact traditional traffic calming can have in rural
locations drive through Oaksey (just of the A429). Installed back in 1993 the plethora of signs, lines
and chicanes has changed the feel of what was a very attractive Cotswold village and the impact
remains today. We have been asked to go back and review the traffic calming and some of it may
ultimately be removed. I suppose if I could give any advice to parish council’s on traffic calming it
would be ‘be careful what you wish for’. Careful consideration and thought at this stage can prevent a
lot of problems and unhappiness further down the line."
Community Speed Watch Data
17.
The available data, all understood to be exclusively from the Plough Lane site (MC1 in Figure
1), is not presented in the same way as the Metro Counts, thus preventing direct comparison. For
the whole of 2018 4 the figures, when CSW was deployed, are as follows:
o
Number of vehicles - 19195 (250 per hour)
o
Vehicles speeding - 1019 (5.3%)
o
Speed >40 mph - 208 vehicles (1.1%)
o
Speed >45 mph - 38 vehicles (0.2%)
18.
The Principal Traffic Engineer commented 5 on the Metro Count Data at MC1 as follows:
"I think if you look at the environment and character of the road where the replacement MC1 count
was undertaken (east of Moor Lane) it’s perhaps easy to see why the 85th percentile speeds are in
excess of the posted limit. i.e. there is a more rural feel characterised by a distinct lack of frontage
development and excellent forward visibility. ... drivers receive very little by way of cognitive
indicators as justification for the 30 mph limit and this is ultimately reflected in the recorded speeds.
To my mind the data at MC1 is a good example of where simply extending 30 mph limits along
lengths where the criteria is clearly not met will invariably result in poor driver compliance with the
posted limit. For many people speed limits are simply a case of erecting a couple of signs to instruct
motorists, but achieving a realistic and credible speed limit really is both an art and a science."
19.
Comment. Although presented in a different way the CSW data appears to show a better
speeding situation that that from the Metro Count which may be due to fact that the Metro Count
recorded the excessive speeders in the early hours of the morning and that, the presence of the
CSW in very visible, fluorescent tabards causes vehicles to slow down. It should be noted that the
data collected by the CSW at MC1, and used to support the introduction of a 20 mph speed limit, is
outside the 20 mph boundaries proposed and is 1 kilometre from the school.
National Policy 6
20.
"Where there is poor compliance with an existing speed limit on a road or stretch of road the
reasons for the non-compliance should be examined before a solution is sought. If the speed limit is
set too low for no clear reason and the risk of collisions is low, then it may be appropriate to increase
the limit."
21.

"The key factors that should be taken into account in any decisions on local speed limits are:
•
history of collisions;
•
road geometry and engineering;
•
road function;
•
composition of road users (including existing and potential levels of vulnerable road
users);
•
existing traffic speeds; and
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Kington Langley Parish Council Minutes for Meeting of 14 Jan 2019.
Principal Traffic Engineer, Wiltshire Council to Parish Council of 1056 24 Apr 2017
6
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•
road environment."
... The impact on community and environmental outcomes should also be considered."
22.
"Speed limits should be evidence-led and self-explaining and seek to reinforce people's
assessment of what is a safe speed to travel. They should encourage self-compliance ... This
guidance is to be used for setting all local speed limits on single and dual carriageway roads in both
urban and rural areas."
23.
"Traffic authorities can ... introduce 20 mph speed limits or zones on ... residential streets in ...
villages, particularly where the streets are being used by people on foot and on bicycles, there is
community support and the characteristics of the street are suitable. Where they do so, general
compliance needs to be achievable without an excessive reliance on enforcement."
24.
"There is clear evidence of the effect of reducing traffic speeds on the reduction of collisions
and casualties, as collision frequency is lower at lower speeds; and where collisions do occur, there
is a lower risk of fatal injury at lower speeds. Research shows that on urban roads with low average
traffic speeds any 1 mph reduction in average speed can reduce the collision frequency by around
6% (Taylor, Lynam and Baruya, 2000). There is also clear evidence confirming the greater chance of
survival of pedestrians in collisions at lower speeds."
25.
" Successful 20 mph zones and 20 mph speed limits are generally self-enforcing, i.e. the
existing conditions of the road together with measures such as traffic calming or signing, publicity and
information as part of the scheme, lead to a mean traffic speed compliant within the speed limit. To
achieve compliance there should be no expectation on the police to provide additional enforcement
beyond their routine activity, unless this has been explicitly agreed."
26.
"A comprehensive and early consultation of all those who may be affected by the introduction
of a 20 mph scheme is an essential part of the implementation process. This needs to include local
residents, all tiers of local government, the police and emergency services, public transport providers
and any other relevant local groups (including for example, groups representing pedestrians, cyclists,
drivers, or equestrians)."
27.
"Research into signed-only 20 mph speed limits shows that they generally lead to only small
reductions in traffic speeds. Signed-only 20 mph speed limits are therefore most appropriate for
areas where vehicle speeds are already low. This may, for example, be on roads that are very
narrow, through engineering or on-road car parking. If the mean speed is already at or below 24 mph
on a road, introducing a 20 mph speed limit through signing alone is likely to lead to general
compliance with the new speed limit."
28.
"It is government policy that a 30 mph speed limit should be the norm in villages. It may also
be appropriate to consider 20 mph zones and limits in built-up village streets."
Wiltshire Policy on 20 mph Speed Limits and Zones 7
29.
"Mechanism to enable the introduction of 20 mph speed limits and zones ... It is expected
there will be an initial demand from the public for 20 mph restrictions, in particular for 20 mph limits."
30.
"There still appears to be little conclusive or proven statistical evidence that overall casualty
rates have fallen following the introduction of 20 mph limits"
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20 mph Research Study for Department for Transport 8
31.
"The journey speed analysis shows that the median speed has fallen by 0.7 mph in residential
areas .... Faster drivers have reduced their speed more, with the 85th percentile speed falling by -1.1
mph in residential areas."
32.
"The comparator analysis indicates that there is insufficient evidence to conclude that there
has been a significant change in collisions and casualties following the introduction of 20 mph limits
in residential areas."
33.
"Lack of enforcement and lack of concern about the consequences of speeding were identified
as the primary reason for non-compliance in driver interviews and the various focus groups. There is
a widespread view amongst the public that 20 mph limits are not enforced, and the likelihood of being
caught exceeding the limit is very small; and this is one reason why bigger reductions in speed have
not been observed."
Bath & North East Somerset (B&NES) Council Review 9
34.
"Broadly speaking, speed reduction in line with national trends has been achieved, but in real
terms the overall reduction in average speed is very small (1.3 mph) and thus is not persuasive in
terms of the money spent on these schemes."
35.
"The accident rate per 12 months after installation can be seen in the chart below" (top row)
"with the change from the equivalent “before” situation being seen in the row underneath – blue cell
colouring indicates an improving situation with yellow colouring indicating a worsening situation. ...
The Bath areas seem to have fared better with more areas improving than not, but the rural areas
show the reverse trend."
Figure 2 - Changes after Introducing 20 mph Limit
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Atkins, AECOM, and Professor Mike Maher (UCL), 20 mph Research Study Report, Nov 2018.
Bath & North East Somerset Council Review dated 17 Dec 2017, Setting Local Speed Limits, A review of recent
installations of 20mph area schemes.
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36.
Although only 3 of the 9 the Bath schemes show total casualties (middle 2 rows) getting worse
it is of note that the rural schemes all show a worse situation, after the introduction of 20 mph
schemes, by comparison to both Bath and to the control.
37.
"With regard to the severity of casualties arising from these accidents, it could be expected
that reducing the speed of vehicles involved in accidents should result in less severe casualty ratings
as the energy involved in the collisions will be less. The findings can be seen in the chart above"
(bottom 2 rows). "“KSI” refers to the casualty classifications “killed or seriously injured”. In this
analysis, the picture has changed substantially. Three areas have remained constant with zero KSI
rates, but now the yellow changes outweigh the blue by 7:3. This suggests that, overall, the schemes
have seen a worsening of the casualty severities, although the control area also shows the same
trend."
38.
"Nationally, this adverse trend is also prevalent in other authority areas. In one notable case in
Portsmouth10, one of the earliest area based projects, it was reported that “the number of people
killed or seriously injured actually went up, not down, after the limit was lowered”. There is no
simple explanation for this adverse trend but it could be that local people perceive the area to be
safer due to the presence of the 20 mph restrictions and thus are less diligent when walking and
crossing roads, cycling or otherwise travelling."
39.
"Overall, the speed limit programme in B&NES seems to have provided little in the way of
persuasive argument for continuing the programme into the future. Indeed, the rise in casualty
numbers and severity as per the national trend ... would suggest against further expansion of area
based schemes." B&NES deputy leader Patrick Anketell-Jones has said there is not the money
available to reverse the 20 mph zones.

Key Factors
40.
National Policy lays down 6 key factors (para 21 above) which must be taken into account.
These are considered below.
41.
History of Collisions. "The collision data would also not appear to indicate a particular
problem. An interrogation of our data base from the last 5 years shows a single recorded collision in
Kington Langley (17/10/14) where a car come off on the bend at the top of Plough Lane. The severity
is shown as ‘slight’" 11 There has been no traffic accident involving a pedestrian for a least 20 years.
42.
Road Geometry, Engineering and Environment. This refers to width, sightlines, bends,
junctions, accesses, safety barriers etc. From its eastern end (see Figure 1):
a.
Section A - Plough Lane to the Bottom of the Incline. It is not proposed to introduce
a 20 mph speed limit here. MC1 is sited in this section (see Figure 1).
b.
Section B - Plough Lane Incline. The road has continuous pavement set several
metres back on the side on which traffic is going uphill. The only house on this side and its
associated outbuildings is set well back. On the downhill side there are no houses. The road
is wide and visibility is very good. It is not proposed to introduce a 20 mph limit here.
c.
Section C (Figure 3) - Plough Lane Bends. The pavement continues, generally one
to 2 metres back but at one point directly adjacent to the road. The first bend, going up, is
relatively gentle. The second bend is sharper and naturally limits speed to 30 mph or less
depending on the weather conditions. For this reason it is marked with warning chevrons.
10
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The Portsmouth scheme, then in its early days, was held up as an exemplar in the National Policy document of 2013.
Principal Traffic Engineer, Wiltshire Council e-mail to Parish Council of 1532 11 Apr 2017.
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The recorded accident referred to (para 16) was due to excess speed but at this point the
pavement is on the inside of the bend, protecting pedestrians. There is one house, well set
back, on the side going up between the 2 bends and one on the side going down at the top of
the incline. After the 2 bends, and after a short open part, the road enters a section with
houses set back on both sides of the road with good forward visibility. Cars are usually
parked on both sides of the road at the end of this section acting as a natural brake on speed
due to the need to give way to oncoming vehicles.

•

Section D - Upper Common.

Pavement

Pavement

Figure 3 - Road Section C

d.
Section D (Figure 4) - Upper Common. This section is flat, the road is wide and
visibility is excellent. Although there are houses on both sides of the road they are well set
back and have long drives outside the property boundaries allowing clear views to and from
vehicles entering the Upper Common road. The pavement is continuous and is well set back
from the road bar a short section where it runs adjacent to it.

Pavement
Figure 4 - Road Section D

e.
Section E (Figure 5) - Middle Common. This section is flat by the common with
excellent visibility. As it enters Church Road the road narrows and enters a blind bend,
marked E, with the churchyard wall on the north side and a steep embankment on the south.
All buildings on this section, including the school, are set well back. There is a pavement set
back from the road leading to the school from point A; this continues as a metalled surface to
point D with a break at B where pedestrians must either walk by the road or over the grass.
To address the dangers to pedestrians walking in the road around the blind bend at E the
Parish Council has created a permissive path from D to F. This path also has a branch (G)
9

which comes out at the Village Hall (Figure 6) for exclusive use by children going to and from
school (with or without parents). The footpath in places does have an adverse camber or
crosses gravelled drives which can make using it more difficult for wheelchair and rollator
users. The bend is marked with signs to indicate the speed limit and that oncoming vehicles
may be in the middle of the road. At the beginning and end of the school day parents park on
the south side of the road, and beyond, from point A to C. This was commented on by PC
Barham, community police woman from 2005 to 2011 and who took a particular interest in the
children's safety, as being the best protection the children could have as its presence
advertises that the children are entering or exiting the school and it physically forces traffic to
slow down as the normal 2 way flow of traffic is temporarily not possible. If funding is found it
is planned to provide off-road parking for the school.

B

F

E

C
D

A

G
Pavement

Footpath

School

Figure 5 - Road Section E

f.
Section F (Figure 6) - Lower Common. This section is of a different character with a
greater density of housing closer to the road, although still set back, and a more constrained
feel. It is made up of 2 straight parts (Figures 7 and 8) with a shallow blind bend (Figure 9) at
the junction with Days Lane (Marked A in Figure 6). There is no pavement in Section F
although the Footpath G referred to under Section 5 comes out at the entry to the Village Hall.
Because of the good visibility in the two straight parts, pedestrians can be seen in good time
provided they are not grossly exceeding the current speed limit and there are either grass
verges or a number of driveways on which to get off the road. If desired pedestrians can
avoid the section past the Village Hall by going via Days and Church Lanes.

St Peter's
Cottages
A

Figure 6 - Road Section F
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Figure 7 - Lower Common from B4069

Figure 8 - Church Road from Church

Figure 9 - Junction with Days Lane

g.

Comment.
o
Section C - Plough Lane Bends. As the only section with a recorded traffic
accident there might be merit in having an advisory 20 mph signs either side of the
second bend.
o
Section E - Middle Common. As the bend at the church corner has limited
visibility and is relatively narrow replacing the 30 mph repeater sign with a 20 mph
advisory sign would emphasise the need to take the bend with caution. In addition,
joining the 2 areas of hard-standing either side of B in the figure with pavement would
help pedestrians stay off the road, especially when the grass is wet.
o
Section F - Lower Common. If the bend where Days Lane joins is considered a
concern for pedestrians it could be avoided by a footpath from the Village Hall car park
to the track bordering the eastern end of the village playing fields.

43.
Road Function and Users. The road is the village artery that all those living in the village
must use to leave or enter it unless they use Days Lane which is long and narrow with several blind
bends. It is used by those on foot or in vehicles going to the Village Hall, Church, School or Chapel.
It is also used by those out for a walk or groups of cyclists passing through. In addition it is used by
those going from or to Chippenham who wish to get from the A350 across to the B4069 or vice versa;
this includes emergency service traffic which, it is understood, precludes the use of traffic calming
humps on the village road. The B4122, north of the village, provides a transit between these 2 roads
for those not travelling via Chippenham. A new road is currently being built south of the village from
11

the A350 Morrisons roundabout to the B4069 south of the Langley Burrell junction. (Comment - This
may well take much of the current through traffic.)
44.

Existing Traffic Speeds. See Metro Count and CSW results (paras 15 - 19).

Speed Control in Vehicles
45.
The European Union has proposed that by 2022 all new vehicles will have speed control
devices fitted to ensure speed limit compliance. The Department for Transport has stated that this
will also apply to the UK regardless of the form of Brexit 12.

Community Support
46.
National and Wiltshire policy state that there should be "community support" / "an initial
demand from the public for 20 mph restrictions". National Policy goes on to state that, "A
comprehensive and early consultation of all those who may be affected ... is an essential part of the
implementation process. This needs to include local residents." A petition was circulated by CSW
asking whether residents were concerned about vehicles exceeding the speed limit in the village and
whether they would support measures to slow traffic down. The wording of the petition was to
enforce the speed restriction (which is 30 mph) not to reduce that limit to 20, although the petition
was used as justification to ask the Parish Council to "to action a plan to reduce and enforce the
speed limits" 13. It may be that a majority of villagers would welcome such a reduction but there is no
evidence that that is the case (or the reverse).
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